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Tour Itinerary

Day 1:- Arrive Chengdu

Upon arrival, meet and greet by driver cum guide then transfer to hotel for check in.

Day 2 :- Chengdu - Jiuzhaigou

After breakfast, transfer to Jiuzhaigou. Photostop at Songpan Ancient Town and Diexi Lake. Songpan Ancient Town, situated in
Jin'an Town of Songpan, is nearly 322 km (200 miles) from Chengdu (the capital city of Sichuan Province). Historically, it was
known as Songzhou Town and was considered the 'West Portal of Sichuan'. Due to its advantageous situation geographically, it
functioned as a military base from the time of the Tang Dynasty (618-907). It has recently gained a reputation as one of the
most interesting historical towns in Sichuan Province.

Breakfast

Day 3:- Jiuzhaigou

After breakfast, proceed to Jiuzhaigou, full day visit Jiuzhaigou Scenic Spot (Including sightseeing bus). Jiuzhaigou provides a
sightseeing bus service that takes you through the valley and stops at various scenic spots. The bus system operates on a
one-way route, so you'll need to board the bus at the entrance and get off at the designated stops along the way.

Breakfast

Day 4:- Jiuzhaigou - Chengdu

After breakfast, transfer back to Chengdu by bus.

Breakfast



Day 5:- Chengdu

After breakfast, visit to Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding with battery car. The Chengdu Research Base of
Giant Panda Breeding is a public non-profit breeding and research institute for giant pandas, red pandas, and other rare
animals. It is located in Chengdu, Sichuan, China. Chengdu Panda Base was founded in 1987 by the Chengdu Municipal
People's Government. Kuanzhai Alley is an ancient street in Chengdu left over from the Qing Dynasty. It is composed of three
parallel lanes - a wide alleyway, a narrow alleyway and a criss-crossed alleyway, with courtyards between them. Here, you may
drink tea, eat hotpot and experience the old and new way of life in Chengdu. It is one of the hotspots in Chengdu where old folks
come together and carry out their activities. Kuanzhai Alley also comes alive at night due to a couple of modern bars situated
there. Taikoo Li Chengdu located in the center of Chengdu and Opened in 2015, Chengdu Sino ocean Taikoo Li Chengdu
(Taikoo Li for short) is close to Chunxi Road and Daci Temple. It is an open shopping center in the traditional West Sichuan
styled buildings, developed by Swire Properties and Sino Ocean Group, which gathers a series of international luxury brands,
fashion brands and fine dining restaurants. (Tourist attractions can be designated by guests, but need to pay for the tickets,
including 10 hours usage before 09:00 pm in urban area)

Breakfast

Day 6:- Chengdu - Departure

After breakfast at the hotel, free at leisure until time for transfer to the airport for your flight departure.

Breakfast

Tour Prices

Date No Of Pax Single Twin/Triple Child With Bed

11 August 2023 - 31
October 2023 / 01 March
2024 - 31 March 2024

2-3 Adults 5,628 4,568 4,568

4-5 Adults 5,128 4,068 4,068

6-7 Adults 4,688 3,628 3,628

8-9 Adults 4,318 3,258 3,258

01 November 2023 - 29
February 2024

2-3 Adults 5,128 4,188 4,188

4-5 Adults 4,688 3,758 3,758

6-7 Adults 4,258 3,318 3,318

8-9 Adults 3,878 2,938 2,938

What's included

Destination: China
Departure Location: Chengdu
Return Location: Chengdu
Price includes:

● ~5 nights’ accommodation
● ~Private transfer with experience local driver during tour
● ~Services of Mandarin Driver Cum Guide

Price does not include:
● ~Return international flight ticket
● ~Tipping – RM 120 per person
● ~Others no mentioned
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